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Covid-Innovations



Chat net

Tackling loneliness and its negative effects through new technologies enabling
the creation of a new form of easy and flexible volunteering with positive
effects on health promotion.

Problem: Loneliness.

Target group: Every Austrian who feels lonely or feels the need to talk
to someone.

Solution: A new form of volunteer work to connect people of all
ages who want to talk to someone.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Replacing the common “call center” by a
decentralized “crowd-based approach” with low barriers for volunteers
and callers.

Starting date 04/2020

Caritas Vienna (Austria)

Team Plaudernetz: Florian Pomper, Dunja Sporrer, Petra Fasching dunja.sporrer@caritas-wien.at

mailto:dunja.sporrer@caritas-wien.at


ECOSOL

How a well-established Caritas Social Business was badly hit by the COVID-19
pandemic and turned the crisis into an opportunity by creating new Covid-
relevant services and products.

Problem: Covid Crisis caused suspension of 90% contracts.

Target group: Unemployed people at risk of social exclusion and/or
disability and/or mental illness.

Solution: Fast adaptation capacity to support the 117 insertion
positions.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Creating a network that unifies efforts, experience
and knowledge. In order to face complex situations with strength and
respond effectively to detected needs.

Starting date 11/2018

Economia  Solodária Empresa d’inserció – WISE ECOSOL (Spain)

Anna Güell Juanola & Ruben Requena Morcillo rrequena.ssgg@caritas.es

mailto:rrequena.ssgg@caritas.es


Faith Perspectives and Suicidal 
Behaviour in a Covid World
Equipping Pastoral workers in parish communities to deal more effectively
with suicidal ideation and behaviour amid of Covid-19 pandemic.

Problem: Increase in suicidal ideation and behaviours.

Target group: Sucidal inclined groups, people experiencing loss
through suicide of a loved one or friend, pastoral
workers, deacons and cleargy and other Churches.

Solution: Equipping Pastoral workers in providing a response to
suicidal ideation and behaviour.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Including sucide prevention and support of affected
relatives in religious and spiritual work.

Starting date 09/2020

Welcome me as I am (United Kingdom)

Ben Bano welcomemeasiam@gmail.com

mailto:welcomemeasiam@gmail.com


Bringing people together: despite global COVID19 restrictions, migrants in Cyprus
with a desperate need of English language skills are paired with teachers all over
the world.

Problem: Lack of basic English speaking and writing skills.

Target group: Non English native speaking migrants of all backgrounds
(asylum seekers, refugees, domestic or agricultural
workers,...) residing in Cyprus.

Solution: Online learning sessions, several days a week. Focusing on
vocabulary and confidence-building. The sessions cover
essential topics related to understanding, navigating and
surviving in the new context they find themselves in.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Rather than sticking to a rigid curriculum to be delivered in a
classroom at predetermined times, the project has embraced possibilities
offered by online learning. Connecting people across continents, it also values
the individual needs of each student.

Starting date 04/2020

Caritas Cyprus in collaboration with Project Phoenix (Cyprus)

Elizabeth Kassinis elizabeth@caritascyprus.org

Online “Survival English” 

mailto:elizabeth@caritascyprus.org


Community Response Service

Addressing poverty, hunger, isolation, loneliness and lack of accessible
services in the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic crisis.

Problem: Covid-19’s impact on vulnerable people.

Target group: Young Carers, older people, vulnerable pregnant women
and new mothers (many escaping violence and seeking
asylum), families experiencing loss of income.

Solution: Establishment of the Community Response Service.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Identifying needs systematically and quickly. Addressing
them through one dynamic needs led gateway, the Community Response
Service.

Starting date 03/2020

Catholic Care (United Kingdom)

Janet Kent Janet.Kent@catholic-care.org.uk

mailto:Janet.Kent@catholic-care.org.uk


Covid-19 Pandemic toolkit

A resource that supports parishes to reach out and support people in need
during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Problem: Difficulty to access support in the aftermath of the
Covid-19 Pandemic, because of lack of information and
unwillingness to trust strangers.

Target group: Mainly elders and Covid-19 high risk groups.

Solution: Encouraging parishes in their social action and work,
offering indicative models to support people safely based
on the Government’s Covid-19 advice.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Developing a successful Toolkit enabling supporters and
volunteers to respond as effectively as possible and vulnerable people to
find assistance more easily.

Starting date 03/2020

Caritas Social Action Network (United Kingdom)

Ged Edwards & Philip McCarthy philip.mccarthy@csan.org.uk

mailto:philip.mccarthy@csan.org.uk


Solidarity Meals

Nobody alone or hungry.

Problem: Lack of food assistance during Covid-19 restriction
period.

Target group: People who need food help.

Solution: Daily provision of cooked meals.

⮚Innovative aspect: Provide structures for daily meals supported by a
coordinated community of social agents.

Starting date 03/2020

Caritas Malta (Malta)

Albert Debono albert.debono@caritasmalta.org

mailto:albert.debono@caritasmalta.org


Send a bag

Using social media to activate communities to help people in need during the
Covid-19 pandemic.

Problem: People in need of support during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Target group: Vulnerable groups of people.

Solution: Creating a network of volunteers to provide assistance
using social media.

⮚Innovative aspect: Use social media to raise funds, services and look for
volunteers.

Starting date 03/2020

Caritas of the Archdiocese of Bratislava (Slovakia)

Boris Hrdy, Maria Hvozdikova & Viera Vrankova vrankova@charita.sk

mailto:vrankova@charita.sk


Quarantine Unit

Supporting people who struggle with substance abuse to have a smooth
admission to rehabilitation programmes whilst ensuring the safety of the rest
of the community during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Problem: Substance abuse during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Target group: Clients struggling with problematic substance abuse.

Solution: Transforming one of the Caritas Malta centres into a
Quarantine Unit that welcomed clients prior to their
admission to a therapeutic community.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Implementation of a protocol of contactless interaction.

Starting date 05/2020

Caritas Malta (Malta)

Saviour Lia saviour.lia@caritasmalta.org

mailto:saviour.lia@caritasmalta.org


Social & Business Innovations



Shedia art. Restarting Life.

How a Caritas street paper project creates additional jobs by upcycling its own
production waste into well selling design products.

Problem: Rise of unemployment and poverty.

Target group: People who are homeless- and/or long-term
unemployed.

Solution: Creating training and employment opportunities for
vulnerable people in order to encourage and promote
their full social (re)inclusion while minimizing the
environmental footprint.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Upcycling unsold copies of “Sheida“ papers in a
sustainable way through a “repeatable alternative waste management
model“.

Starting date 2018

Shedia KOINSEP (social enterprise) (Greece)

Emilia Douka edouka@shedia.gr

mailto:edouka@shedia.gr


The sustainable development farm

Caritas Sabac successfully combines work inclusion and high-quality service
for people with disadvantages with a sustainable business approach in
agriculture, food production, event management and ethno-tourism.

Problem: Inclusion of vulnerable people in the job market.

Target group: Vulnerable social groups (focus on persons with
disabilities mainly with mental health problems).

Solution: Providing dignity and self-worth, quality of life both
individually and as part of a group, and financial
independence.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Provides family friendly environment with high
quality customer service to meet the daily emotional, physical and social
well being needs of people with disabilities and their families.

Starting date 04/2020

Caritas Sabac (Serbia)

Miroljub Nikolic mailto:m.nikolic@caritas-sabac.rs

mailto:m.nikolic@caritas-sabac.rs


Agricultural cooperative Livač

Creating new jobs, developing and improving livestock production.

Problem: Unemployment.

Target group: People who seek jobs, small agriculture and family farms,
Diocesan Caritas, general consumers.

Solution: Establishment of an agriculture cooperative.

⮚ Innovative aspect: The only cooperative in Bosnia and Herzegovina
using biomass power plants. It produces enough electricity with
potential to sell it.

Starting date 2006

Caritas of the Diocese of Banja Luka (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

Miroslav Valenta m.valenta@caritas.ba

mailto:m.valenta@caritas.ba


Urban Refugees

Improving livelihoods and economic inclusion of urban based refugees
through promoting capacity building in business skills and start-up capital.

Problem: Living conditions of refugees in Zambia.

Target group: Vulnerable refugees with urban residency permits,
Zambian host communities.

Solution: Capacity building trainings and promotion of different
networks, financial services and markets.

⮚ Innovative aspect: A new training approach, innovative solutions and
platforms to access data and information related to market linkages,
production and use of weather information.

Starting date 01/2017

Caritas Czech Republic  (Zambia)

Noemi Seregi noemi.seregi@charita.cz & Stefania Lagonigro stefania.lagonigro@caritas.cz

mailto:noemi.seregi@charita.cz
mailto:stefania.lagonigro@caritas.cz


Noah Rainbow -
Inclusive and Diverse Recruitment
Restoring hope and purpose, lifting aspiration and self-esteem. Focuses on
people who are destitute to become self supporting and contributors to the
community.

Problem: Homelessness, disadvantage situations, long periods of
unemployment and their effects.

Target group: Homeless and unemployed people in Luton; vulnerable
migrants.

Solution: Helping clients to re-enter a workplace, to thrive and
become the best that they can be.

⮚ Innovative aspect: A pilot service to equip and restore people's sense of
aspiration.

Starting date 08/2018

NOAH Enterprise (UK)

Warren Edwards & Paul Prosser  paul.prosser@noahenterprise.org

mailto:paul.prosser@noahenterprise.org


Sustainable construction and
demolition waste management
Contributing to poverty reduction and mitigation of climate change by
promoting sustainable production and consumption in the construction sector
in Mongolia.

Problem: No laws and regulations on construction and demolition
waste management.

Target group: Mongolian small and medium-sized enterprises in the
construction industry, relevant state institutions, urban
residents, University experts.

Solution: Awareness raising events and seminars, new
construction standards.

⮚ Innovative aspect: First project implemented in Mongolia to address
CDW management issues with a successful impact.

Starting date 03/2016

Caritas Czech Republic (Mongolia)

Jana Zilkova jana.zilkova@caritas.cz

mailto:jana.zilkova@caritas.cz


Agribusiness for LIFE – Livelihoods, 
Innovation, Food and Empowerment 
Improving agricultural productivity and increasing the income of farmers
through capacity building, value chain development and access to markets.

Problem: Poor living condition of farmers in Zambia.

Target group: 22 cooperatives and 125 medium-scale farmers.

Solution: Capacity building trainings and promotion of different
networks, financial services and markets.

⮚ Innovative aspect: A new training approach; platforms to access data
and information related to market linkages, production and use of
weather information.

Starting date 07/2018

Caritas Czech Republic  (Zambia)

Noemi Seregi noemi.seregi@charita.cz & Stefania Lagonigro stefania.lagonigro@caritas.cz

mailto:noemi.seregi@charita.cz
mailto:stefania.lagonigro@caritas.cz


Explica-me

Free schooling tutorship provided by young volunteers. Their main goal:
Creating and guiding successful study habits.

Problem: Insufficient school performance of kids/adolescents from
disadvantaged families.

Target group: Kids and adolescents from elementary to high school (up
to 18 years-old) from referred families.

Solution: Providing free school tutorship, trying to improve self-
esteem and motivation.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Fully developed by the young caritas group of the
Diocesan Caritas of Leiria, the project is fuelled by the effervescence
and dynamism of young people. Low maintenance costs and its
sustainability are guaranteed by the involvement of the young
volunteer.

Starting date 11/2014

Young Caritas of Leiria (Portugal)

João Barreiro & Ana Timóteo caritasjovem@gmail.com

mailto:caritasjovem@gmail.com


YourJob
Creating various job opportunities in local communities through counseling
and meetings with potential employers. Providing soft skills and vocational
skills trainings as well as financial support for young entrepreneurs.

Problem: Unemployment of young people in 14 local
communities/municipalities in SEE region.

Target group: Young people aged 15 to 30 (long term unemployed, out
of school program, young entrepreneurs or young
people with business idea); Indirectly: business sector,
family members of young beneficiaries, public society.

Solution: Opening of 14 local guidance-counseling centers.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Through conversation and consultation, employment
or guidance counsellors try to find gaps in the skills, knowledge and
experience of beneficiaries, and with the help of local partners
(institutions, training providers and a large number of employers) try to
fill these gaps and ensure their labor market integration.

Starting date 04/2019
Caritas Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo & Serbia (South East Europe) 

Miroslav Valenta & Sanja Horvat s.horvat@caritas.ba

mailto:s.horvat@caritas.ba


Moda re-, we recycle clothes to 
create jobs
Promotes social-economic solidarity and a generation of social and
sustainable employment, especially for people in situations or at risk of social
exclusion through reuse, re-manufacture, recycling, donation to vulnerable
people and sale of used clothing.

Problem: High rates of poverty and exclusion among unemployed
people. 90% of clothes discarded in Spain ends up in
landfills.

Target group: Persons at risk of exclusion, or in exclusion.

Solution: Providing free school tutorship and attempting to
improve self-esteem and motivation, opening horizons
for a better future.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Sorted volumes of garments and finished products
are recycled in an industrial way, providing clean materials to the
suppliers with who the Cooperative collaborates.

Starting date 2019

Moda re- Sociedad Cooperativa de Iniciativa Social (Cooperative Society of Social Initiative) (Spain)
Manuel León  & Ruben Requena Morcillo rrequena.ssgg@caritas.es

mailto:rrequena.ssgg@caritas.es


Empowerment Innovations



Food 4 Life

This special project shows how reducing food waste can actually help victims
of human trafficking and sex exploitation and also breaks a taboo by focusing
on helping affected children.

Problem: Fear, and sometimes real hostility, towards migrants.

Target group: Women, victims of human trafficking for sexual
exploitation and their children; Professionals who
manage restaurants, catering services, food distribution
chains.

Solution: Integration pathway to empower migrant women.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Menus for catering are partially prepared with
ingredients coming from food recovery from supermarket chains. All the
products for the catering set-up (plates, glasses, cutlery) are plastic free.

Starting date 07/2018

Fondazione Diocesana Caritas Trieste (Italy)

Marco Aliotta marcoaliotta@caritastrieste.it

mailto:marcoaliotta@caritastrieste.it


Noah Housing First

A housing first project that turns the normal homelessness pathway
narrative on its head by focusing on the “hardest cases” whose needs are
too complex for most of the other services.

Problem: Enduring homelesseness.

Target group: 20 homeless people in Luton.

Solution: Individual accompaniment and relationship building.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Investing in our relationship with the clients.

Starting date 05/2018

NOAH Enterprise (UK)

Paul Prosser paul.prosser@noahenterprise.org

mailto:paul.prosser@noahenterprise.org


Shelter For Homeless To Recover 
Dignity
Providing basic and social needs to vulnerable people in order to promote
their reintegration into society.

Problem: Homelessness.

Target group: Homeless people of the Drohobych region.

Solution: Providing basic human needs and engaging the target
group in social activities.

⮚ Innovative aspect: “Not by giving a fish, but by teaching to use a fishing
rod“.

Starting date 11/2018

Charitable Foundation  

"Caritas Sambir-Drohobych Diocese of Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church“ (Ukraine)

Halyna Yadzhak halyna.cei@gmail.com

mailto:halyna.cei@gmail.com


Disaster risk reduction in 
kindergartens and schools
Stimulating children's curiosity about disaster risk prevention by creating a
picture book and child-appropriate educative workshops.

Problem: Impact of floods over children.

Target group: Primary school and kindergartens students and their
families.

Solution: Organising funny and educative workshops for children
to stimulate their disaster risk preparedness.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Funny, educational and interactive workshops with
Herman the carb, who shares his problems in finding a safe house to be
protected from floods, earthquakes and fire.

Starting date 2017

Caritas Bosnia and Herzegovina (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

Dijana Muzička d.muzicka@caritas.ba

mailto:d.muzicka@caritas.ba


A new dimension of life 

Increasing accessibility for dependent and disabled people to high quality
social services.

Problem: Limited social services in rural areas.

Target group: Elderly and disabled people.

Solution: Creation of 76 places providing care services: assisted
and sheltered housing, senior Clubs and care services.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Developing alternative forms of care aimed at
equalizing opportunities.

Starting date 01/2020

Caritas Diecezji Kieleckliej (Poland)

Ks. Stanislaw Slowik & Kamila Piotrowicz kpiotrowicz@caritas.org.pl

mailto:kpiotrowicz@caritas.org.pl


Reaching Out

A toolkit for parish groups wanting to involve elderly people in group
activities.

Problem: Social isolation experienced by people over 65.

Target group: Elderly people who are experience social isolation living
in England and Wales.

Solution: A toolkit and improved charity collaboration.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Installing a successful collaboration between Network
charities and engaging elderies.

Starting date 12/2019

Caritas Social Action Network, Fr Hudson‘s Caritas Salford &

Catholic Care (Diocese of Leeds) (United Kingdom)

Clive Chapman & Philip McCarthy philip.mccarthy@csan.org.uk

mailto:philip.mccarthy@csan.org.uk


Caritas Bicycle Service

A social business promoting cycling as a healthy way of transport for people
and cargo and thus improving related services.

Problem: Lack of environmental awareness.

Target group: Citizen of Subotica (Serbia).

Solution: A social enterprise contributing to environmental
awareness, job provision and better bicycles services.

⮚Innovative aspect: First social enterprise in the region promoting cycling
and developing a cargo service.

Starting date 03/2017

Caritas Service Ltd (Serbia)

Ric Gabor caritas@tippnet.rs

mailto:caritas@tippnet.rs


Caritas Reading Club

Special reading club with the intention of creating cohesion through building
communities and friendships. In order to put our own lives and that of
refugees/migrants into perspective.

Problem: Loneliness and isolation. Stereotypical views,
refugee/migrant fatigue.

Target group: People over 65 seeking social networks.

Solution: Creation of small local reading clubs focusing on what
binds us all together as humans.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Addresses two social problems at once; creates
cooperations with other sectors.

Starting date 10/2020

Caritas Denmark  (Denmark)

Christa Kranich ckk@caritas.dk

mailto:ckk@caritas.dk


More IT for equal opportunities

Increases the access to employment and entrepreneurship skills for children
and young people in small towns and rural areas in Ukraine.

Problem: Different socio-economic problems.

Target group: Children whose families experience difficult economic
situations; students of the Izmail State Humanitarian
University; teachers of schools in rural areas.

Solution: Promoting the Self Organised Learning Environment
methodology built on IT technologies.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Promoting the use of computer technologies and
group project work for young people.

Starting date 01/2020

Charitable Foundation "Caritas Odessa UGCC" (Ukraine)

Kolodchin Vasily & Yurii Berlinsky yurii.berlinskyi@gmail.com

mailto:yurii.berlinskyi@gmail.com


International Programmes



Adaptive FSM

A sustainable, cost-effective and locally empowering WASH intervention to
handle toilet disposals in IDP camps.

Problem: Removal of faecal sludge matter from toilet blocks in a
safe manner. Lack of accurate information on hygiene
and disease spread.

Target group: 4300 people living in Mai Hkawng village (Myanmar).

Solution: Identifying and training a local team that will deal with
sludge treatment. Stabilized dried sludge is used as
fertilizer.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Local communities can be trained in the system easily,
reducing the risk of diseases like diarrhea and cholera in crowded and
vulnerable camp environments.

Starting date 01/2019

Trócaire (Myanmar)

Naw Thwee Htoo nawthwee.htoo@trocaire.org

mailto:nawthwee.htoo@trocaire.org


Promotion of innovative technology

Caritas Denmark collaborates with private sector companies to build
innovative and affordable products for poor local markets in developing
countries. Products like a solar-driven electrical stove or a special water-sack
for solar water disinfection solve pressing problems and provide green jobs to
local youth.

Problem: Access to electricity and clean water.

Target group: Refugees in Uganda and other vulnerable population
groups.

Solution: Use of ECOCA and SolarSack technology.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Promotion of technology as a means for creating
development and protecting the environment.

Starting date 01/2019

Caritas Denmark (Uganda)

Maj Forum mfo@caritas.dk

mailto:mfo@caritas.dk


Information Kiosk Toolkit for effective 
two-way information sharing
The information Kiosk Toolkit supports the information needs of vulnerable
populations affected by disasters or emergencies.

Problem: Communicating with communities and people affected
by crisis during emergencies.

Target group: Vulnerable populations affected by disasters or
emergencies.

Solution: Effective two-way information sharing.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Implementation of a protocol of contactless interaction.

Starting date 09/2019

Trócaire (Sierra Leone)

Seán Farrell sean.farrell@trocaire.org

Kumba and her mother Finda in Freetown, Sierra Leone standing in

front of the hillside where their home was. The family home and

many others were destroyed when a devastating landslide hit on

August 14, 2017.

Photo: Mark Stedman.

mailto:sean.farrell@trocaire.org


Data innovation – Cartography 
schools Congo DRC
Integration of different sources of existing data on education into a single
platform connected with a public interface to visualise specific indicators
accessible to the general public.

Problem: Problem of centralisation and accessibility of data
related to specific education indicators.

Target group: Ministry of Education of DRC, international and national
NGOs/CSO, religious organisations that organise
education.

Solution: Creation of a platform that combines different sources of
existing data.

⮚ Innovative aspect: The artificial intelligence developed can link different
data sources (gathered for examples by different NGOs) to each other
enriching the data of every school.

Starting date 01/2019

Cordaid (DRC)

Lisette van ‘t Klooster Lisette.van.t.Klooster@cordaid.org

mailto:Lisette.van.t.Klooster@cordaid.org


Engagement Innovations



Clay Coin

A simple clay coin with a big impact changes the way of donating to people
who beg on the street in cities in West Slovakia.

Problem: People who beg on the streets and the way they spent
the money received.

Target group: Vulnerable populations and general public benefactors.

Solution: Creation of a Clay Coin that can be exchanged for food,
shower and clean clothes.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Finding alternative ways of supporting people who are
begging.

Starting date 02/2018

Archdiocese Charity of Trnava, Caritas Slovakia (Slovakia)

Igor Strycek & Viera Vrankova vrankova@charita.sk

mailto:vrankova@charita.sk


Triangulation between Democracy, Demography and Human Rights to
activate and strengthen participatory citizenship.

Problem: People distance themselves from democratic decisions and
debates; rising of scepticism and populism; desertification of
interior territories; population ageing.

Target group: Children and adolescents from pre-school to secondary school,
educational communities, vulnerable adults and elder adults.

Solution: The project has developed a procedural, participatory and
multidisciplinary methodological approach. Oriented, first to
individual growth, then to collective growth and finally, to
growth of political and democratic mechanisms.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Commitment to intervention levels with a participatory
structure and “peer education“.

Starting date 07/2019

Caritas Coimbra (Portugal)

Ana Goreti Oliviera anagoliveira@caritascoimbra.pt

Triplo D

mailto:anagoliveira@caritascoimbra.pt


“My Right” Inclusive Youth Club 
Education in Armenia and Kosovo
Shows how a group of Young Caritas volunteers took initiative and developed
a Peer-project for the inclusion of youth with disabilities. Caritas supports
their initiative without taking over control.

Problem: Prejudices, insecurities and lack of knowledge when it
comes to inclusion in schools and the needs of students
with disabilities.

Target group: Teachers, students with and without disabilities,
members of the communities.

Solution: This special Youth club raises disability awareness and
spreads the real meaning and importance of inclusion
among our society.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Creation of an inclusive Youth Club where inclusion is
actually being lived.

Starting date 07/2019

Armenian Caritas BNGO (Armenia)

Anahit Gevorgyan a.gevorgyan@catias.am or Gayane Norikyan g.norikyan@caritas.am

mailto:a.gevorgyan@catias.am
mailto:g.norikyan@caritas.am


RIBES – Integrated Responses to 
Special Education Needs
A multidimensional model for the prevention of minors' educational poverty,
facilitating the inclusion of BES (Special Education needs) minors.

Problem: Respond to the educational poverty of minors that falls
into the category of socio-economic, linguistic and
cultural disadvantage.

Target group: BES minors (aged 5-14); families and operators.

Solution: Global support which allows the enhancement of
parental, educational and relational resources.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Providing innovative and proactive responses to social
needs, also encouraging a new public/private relationship.

Starting date 03/2019

Caritas Pescara Foundation (Italy)

Mauro Diodato progettazione@caritaspescara.it

mailto:progettazione@caritaspescara.it


Innovation working groups: A new 
way of thinking ideas and projects
Creation of a working platform (8 groups) to face changes and challenges and
approaching them from a more creative, participative, collaborative and
digital way.

Problem: Identifying new challenges and addressing them with a
new way of thinking.

Target group: National and Diocesan Caritas’ in Spain, and partners.

Solution: Using the technology of design thinking (Delibera)
working groups (Teams).

⮚ Innovative aspect: Use of technology to generate ideas. Constant learning
and evaluations.

Starting date 11/2018

Caritas Spain (Spain)

Carmen Cabotá ccabota.ssgg@caritas.es



Diventare Grandi
A widespread reception model for unaccompanied minors. Strongly integrated
with the life of the parish communities based on their active involvement in
the co-planning of the hospitality paths, through a work of animation and
awareness raising that has allowed to promote participation and effective
collaboration between volunteer and professional operators.

Problem: Inappropriate reception of unaccompanied migrant
minors.

Target group: Unaccompanied migrant minors (aged 15 to 21) in Milan
Diocesis, families, young people and adults from
parishes.

Solution: Creation of two educational communities aimed mainly
at unaccompanied adolescents within living spaces
offered by two parishes in the city of Milan.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Active involvement of the parishes in the reception
system. Every person involved represents a resource in terms of active
citizenship and solidarity for welcoming and integrating migrant children.

Starting date 10/2018

Fondazione Caritas Ambrosiana (Italy)
Chiara Lucchin c.lucchin@caritasambrosiana.it



Don‘t get enslaved

Educational approach on the risks of taking shady job offers or trusting
dubious promises of a better life abroad.

Problem: Human trafficking within Roma communities.

Target group: Potential victims of human trafficking and vulnerable
marginalised groups in Slovakia.

Solution: Media prevention communication and awareness raising
campaign and workshops.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Involving the target group through popular people and
influencers in the Roma communities.

Starting date 03/2019

Caritas Slovakia (Slovakia)

Jana Urbanova urbanova@charita.sk

mailto:urbanova@charita.sk


Good neighbor

Improve the living conditions of families and thus protect children from
separation from their families.

Problem: Families with children in difficult life situations.

Target group: Single mothers, fathers or guardians raising children on
their own.

Solution: Volunteers, entrepreneurs and NGOs unite the
community in order to support the more vulnerable
residents.

⮚ Innovative aspect: The local community is involved in supporting specific
families.

Starting date 06/2020

Charitable fund “Caritas“ - Brody (Ukraine)

Lyubov Sitka caritas-brody@ukr.net

mailto:caritas-brody@ukr.net


Memorial for deceased migrants 
on Dover seafront
A memorial to promote a public space where people can meet, remember,
discuss and pray in a tolerant and understanding atmosphere.

Problem: Lack of a memorial for those people who died in the
attempt to reach the UK. Racist and intolerant narrative.

Target group: Media people and influencers; those working for justice
and peace; locals and visitors who use the Dover
promenade.

Solution: Honour, remember and pray for victims of tragedies.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Raising public and media awareness for refugees who
died on their journey.

Starting date 10/2018

Seeking Sanctuary (United Kingdom)

Phil Kerton migrantsupport@aol.com

mailto:migrantsupport@aol.com


ARAMAZD: SMART

Promotion of sustainable development processes through the activation of
social partnerships and corporations.

Problem: Various socio-economic problems in rural communities.

Target group: Young people living in rural communities, civil society
organisations, small and medium entrepreneurs, related
authorities.

Solution: Creating an Inter-sectoral partnership Consortium
among the target groups.

⮚ Innovative aspect: New methodology of community development and
problem solving involving all key stakeholders and active citizens.

Starting date 10/2020

Armenian Caritas (Armenia)

Zara Aghanyan z.aghanyan@caritas.am

mailto:z.aghanyan@caritas.am


Promotion of Transparency and 
Civic Activism in Community
Promoting transparency of Local Self Government and activate civic
participation of citizens via the “DO-YES” App.

Problem: Lack of transparency by local authorities and poor
political participation by citizens.

Target group: Local community and relevant government institutions.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Use of IT technologies in order to solve social and civic
problems and reduce the distance between citizens and government
authorities.

Starting date 12/2018

Armenian Caritas (Armenia)

Zara Aghanyan z.aghanyan@caritas.am

mailto:z.aghanyan@caritas.am


All for YOUth, YOUth for all

Promoting youth participation in social and political life. Improvement of
youth employability and development opportunities.

Problem: Distrust of the government, poor political participation
and youth unemployment.

Target group: Youth related NGOs, State actors, volunteers, employers
and business experts.

Solution: Creation of a volunteers platform and database;
development of Yvote mobile app & social media
campaign to promote civic engagement during elections.

⮚ Innovative aspect: Technologies as an ecological tool to catch the
attention of the youth and increase their civic engagement.

Starting date 01/2020

Caritas Czech Republic (Mongolia)

Jana Zilkova jana.zilkova@caritas.cz

mailto:jana.zilkova@caritas.cz

